
TREE-GAZING   REPORT   FOR     MONDAY   26TH  
MAY  AT  BRISLINGTON         MEADOWS      
DISCOVERY    DAY  IN 

VICTORY   PARK     BRISLINGTON----BETWEEN 2 -3
P.M   

ORGANISED   THROUGH   THE   Community 
events programme  for the Festival of Nature  
Programme. 

Festivalofnature.org @festofonature   -local organiser  Rowan  Mathieson. 

WALK    LED BY        TONY  TITCHEN       
DENDROLOGIST 

Over a dozen of us walked over to the nearest 
trees and I explained   that  “ ` TREE GAZING`  is 
stopping; looking and learning about the trees all 
around us “ 

The first tree we looked at was right behind our 
base on a small very grassy  tump.  This is the 
¬Caucasian Lime` .  (Tilia x euchlora) .  A hybrid 
tree from S Europe.  I pointed out the very shiny 
green leaves with no hairs. The presence of a 
very clean trunk with no sprouts coming from it , 
and the very dense arrangement of the canopy 
–so dense that if it had come onto rain we could 



have all gone underneath and would have 
remained dry.  In Bristol, these trees are regarded
as good subjects as `street trees` 

Later in the session we came across other 
specimens planted in the parkl  -not so dense as 
this one but two of them had good evidence that 
they  had been grafted when just a sapling on to 
another tree to act as the stock. We discussed 
the reasons for grafting of young trees in 
commerce. This basal part of the tree had lime 
like  leaves and twigs which were covered with 
very fine hairs. We all examined these and 
agreed it was different from the Caucasian lime 
leaves. 

This stock was interesting as the nursery had 
used one of our native species of lime –The Broad
leaved Lime –“Tilia platyphyllos”— I mentioned 
the “Linden Lime” and the use of it in Germany to
make a special tea. The Broad leaved lime is 
better  than the much more common “European 
Hybrid Lime” –which we used to see very 
commonly in our streets –.I explained that when 
used as a `street tree` the Broad leaved lime did 
not develop masses of sprouts from the trunk as 
were sent out by the Hybrid Lime. Tilia x europea.
The presence of this graft –meant that each time 
we came across another type of tree –we would 
look to see if it was also on grafted stock. 



The second tree we looked at on the `tump`  was
a young specimen of an Asiatic Horse Chestnut-   
Aesculus indica . This is native to the Himalayas  
with pale pink flowers.      They are proving very 
reliable now in parks as they are not subject to 
the various diseases of the common Horse 
chestnut =nor do they get attacked by leaf 
mining moths. The main reason  they  were 
introduced into our parks and streets was that 
they flower about two months later than the 
white  Aesculus  hippocastanum. Later in the 
session we came across one of these trees in full 
flower. I pointed out that it was native to a small 
mountainous region between Albania and 
Macedonia in Greece. Having been introduced 
about 400 yrs ago and being one of the first trees
to be supplied to the colonists in N America in the
C18th –even though it was not native to the U.K. .
They were shipped across as the `conkers` . I 
mentioned the existence of `conkerless  conker 
trees`---saying how popular these trees are with 
local authorities –less litter and also –no lawsuits 
about people being hurt when sticks thrown up in
the summer later came down to damage   the 
public beneath. The first of these trees was 
propagated in France by a Frenchman-who 
noticed that one of the branches on his horse 
chestnut had no fruit (conkers) about 1820 . I told



everyone where they could see these special 
trees on Durdham Downs.

Out on the park we examined the difference 
between a Sycamore  and  a Norway maple. 
Neither is a native tree; each one grows in 
Europe. The Norway maple is a northern 
European species whilst the sycamore –Acer 
pseudoplatanus is a rare South Eastern European
tree. 

Both being maples –had the arrangement of the 
leaves in an opposite way. (not alternate)—both 
had a similar shaped leaf—although the points on
the Norway maple were much sharper than that 
on the sycamore,  which  are blunt. We examined
the leaf stalks by breaking  them  across and 
seeing if we could see any milky latex after 
squeezing. This is a good test. The sycamore 
does not have this latex—whilst the Norway 
maple does. We were also able to  distinquish  
the types of flowering spikes and the shapes of 
the pairs of samaras (seeds) as being unique to 
each maple species. We spent time talking about 
the word `sycamore`--how it was used in N 
America as the common name for the American 
Plane tree Platanus occidentalis—how even the 
Scots used the word  for the Hybrid Plane planted
in our streets Platanus x hispanica. Finally how it 
crops up in the Bible –where it represents a Fig 



tree –the sycamine ! I was pointing out how 
important the use of the “latin “is in comparison 
with sometimes multiple meanings of a “common
name “ 

We examined the bark of a youngish  `Plane 
`tree. I pointed out the method of exfoliation of 
the bark every other year. How useful this was 
when our British cities suffered from smog each 
winter.  Trees transpire (breath) through pores in 
their bark in winter. The smog would block up 
these pores with dust,grime,sulphur and other 
airborne `nasties` . Trees like elms.limes.oaks etc
would suffer each winter. But the Planes with 
their exfoliating and therefore renewable 
breathing pores would survive. I explained how 
the term “London Plane”  was  used for the first 
time in 1880s. And how the term could have 
been the “Bristol” ;Bath or Birmingham  Plane if 
the article had been written for the papers in any
of these cities other than London.  

Another historical moment came when we were 
examining the young leaves of the Plane tree. I 
showed how the backs of the leaves were  
glistening with  hairs—which would later be shed 
as the leaf matured –but could and did cause 
serious harm to people affected by respiratory 
problems. People who suffer from this will each 
year avoid walking beneath young expanding 



Plane tree  leaves . By  Summer the problem is 
over. 

As I have said earlier –we were able to look at a 
few more young  Caucasian limes –some grafted 
and others on their own roots. 

We finished up only about 100 metres from   the 
base camp. We were drawn towards some oak 
trees. I identified these as the  Common 
European English oak –(Quercus robur) . These 
trees were very close together and were easily 
over 150 yrs old—predating the park, Close 
examination of the boles and the roots led myself
to think that here we had two trees closely 
growing  together in the early C19th, possibly the
C18th. If they were to be felled you could see the
origin. They may not have been planted by 
anyone –but be on  the site of an old hedge and 
the acorns from which these trees have grown 
–may ,may have been hidden by a  squirrel .?

This showed everyone that “Tree Gazing”  can 
sometimes help in explaining  the past –as well 
as  the present.  

After one hour we returned to base. 



Thank you for giving me the opportunity to talk 
about  these trees to some of your visitors 

Tony   Titchen                        
tonyhellie@btinternet .com  


